
BABY MAFIA 991 

Chapter 991: "Bronto Monster's Unique Ability" 

A corrosive ability was rare among humans and non-human races but it didn't mean it's rare among the 

monsters and beasts. 

The Godfather just casually collected some 'special blood' that retained its owner's special ability, and 

he got this corrosive blood. 

In an instant, the corrosive blood that came from the cannonballs took away brother Bronto's thick 

monster skin. 

In just a few minutes, his skin was gone, and the corrosive blood quietly seeped into his flesh! 

The Bronto Monster couldn't help but yell in extreme pain. 

"HOWLLLL!!!" 

Fck, fck, fck! His defensive ability broke down under the first batch of attack, and then the second batch 

directly skinned him alive!! 

The Bronto Monster had a thick skin, but he didn't expect the blood to be so corrosive! 

What he didn't know is that the monster who once owned this blood had killed countless fighters 

because of its corrosive blood. 

It would purposely injure itself and splash his blood onto his enemies' bodies. 

Then, he would watch his enemies dying under his highly corrosive blood. 

Unfortunately, the Godfather could control blood and when the monster used this tactic on him, it 

backfired. 

The Godfather controlled the monster's blood to kill the monster and then drained all the blood from 

the dead monster before keeping it in his unique blood collection. 

When the monster died, he didn't leave anything behind other than his corrosive blood. 

What an irony. 

Now, the Bronto monster was seriously injured even when he didn't attack the Godfather...all because 

of this corrosive blood. 

How could he lay still and swallow this grievance?! 

The Bronto Monster was provoked, and it instantly howled once more. 

"HOOOOWWWWLLL!" 

Then, the Bronto Monster used one of his special abilities– earth manipulation. 

But it wasn't a simple earth manipulation. 

This one ability allowed the Bronto Monster to create a living being out of dust and dirt. 



He only had to drop some of his blood into his creation, and the living beings made out of dust and dirt 

would be as alive as your usual monsters or beasts. 

If the Bronto Monster was lucky, one of his creations could even awaken an ability and fight using its 

newly awakened ability! 

Although it wasted a lot of energy to keep his creations alive, the Bronto Monster didn't care. 

After all, he could replenish his energy as long as there was earth. 

This is why the Bronto Monster could become a 'general' among the monster army. 

His ability is just that unique! 

After the Bronto Monster howled like a wolf, the ground under Ainsley's feet and around her suddenly 

trembled. 

In just a few seconds, dust and dirt slowly floated in the air and formed various monsters made of dark 

brown soil or mud full of blood. 

Because the Bronto Monster knew about the Godfather's ability to control blood, he used his earth 

manipulation ability to separate the mud that had been contaminated with blood. 

He didn't want the Godfather to control his creations just because there was a bit of blood on his 

creations. 

The Bronto Monster had been doing this quite a lot, and in just a few minutes, he managed to create 

three earth lizard-like monsters. 

Because he had been injured anyway, the Bronto Monster didn't have to deliberately harm himself to 

drop a little blood into his creations. 

He just used the blood from his wound to awaken the three monsters' souls, giving them life. 

From then on, these three monsters were alive and had their own IQ, personality, and even abilities. 

But they all obeyed the Bronto Monster as their creator. 

What was unique was that these monsters were alive, but they looked like clay figurines. 

They also didn't have any blood inside their body, which means the Godfather couldn't control their 

blood. 

While the Bronto Monster was preparing his counterattack, the purple ape didn't just sit still and watch. 

He was busy keeping the Godfather distracted with his brutal attacks! 

The Godfather had fought a lot of enemies before, but he rarely fought against beasts and monsters. 

This was the first time he saw such a unique beast type in the world. 

The purple ape was really a tricky opponent because no matter what the Godfather did, he couldn't 

injure the ape. 



The same goes for Ainsley. She also tried to charm the ape, but she failed. 

Thus, she tried to use her luck manipulation ability, but the ape's bloodline special ability also made it 

immune to Ainsley's luck manipulation ability. 

This was the first time the all-powerful luck manipulation ability couldn't be used, and Ainsley was 

depressed for a while. 

She actually wanted to charm Bronto Monster first, but because of the sudden situation, she focused on 

helping the Godfather to deal with the purple ape! 

At first, she thought she could help quite well, but the purple ape was really invincible in his phantom 

state. 

Such an ability almost made Ainsley spurt out blood. 

If she could, she would want to tame the purple ape and make him her minions too! 

While Ainsley was in despair, the Godfather suddenly spoke to her while still manipulating various blood 

to keep the purple ape away from their small blood barrier. 

[Lil brat, focus on the Bronto Monster. Leave the ape to this lord.] 

If Ainsley focused on the purple ape instead, they couldn't tame the Bronto Monster which means they 

might fall under the three enemies' attack. 

Not to mention that the armored giraffe was still there, waiting for an opportunity to attack them. 

Ainsley didn't have a rich battle experience. At least not as rich as the Godfather's. Thus, she 

immediately obeyed. 

[Okay. I'll tame him as soon as possible!] 

Ainsley also saw how the Bronto Monster created three other monsters out of dirt and mud. 

This monster is strong! 

Chapter 992: "My Little Sister!" 

Ainsley couldn't help but imagine if this monster belonged to her... 

They might win the battle against the three remaining people. 

Thus, Ainsley focused on using her charm ability on the Bronto Monster. 

She had been using her charm ability for a long time. Now, she didn't need to use her visuals to charm 

her target. 

Just her aura alone was enough to be the catalyst for her charm ability. 

This way, the Godfather didn't have to be distracted to look at the Bronto Monster to lure him using the 

baby's appearance. 

The Godfather could just focus on the purple ape. 



Both the purple ape and the Bronto Monster didn't think that while Ainsley was in her shaman mode 

with the Godfather controlling her body, she could still use her charm ability. 

Thus, they failed to notice Ainsley's little movement. 

Because the situation was dangerous, Ainsley had no choice but to use her luck manipulation ability 

once more. 

This was the first time she used her luck manipulation ability after so long. 

Her soul injury was still there, so Ainsley only used a little bit of her luck manipulation ability. 

Thankfully, God was on her side. 

The Bronto Monster's luck level wasn't that high, and it was enough to drag his luck down to be 

'unlucky'. 

Although it wouldn't make him die right away, it was easy for Ainsley to use her charm ability. 

The bright golden light from Ainsley's luck ability quietly mixed with the shaman ability's pale golden 

light. 

The bright golden light was unnoticed when it was around the pale golden light, so no one saw it when a 

streak of light hit the Bronto Monster's head. 

In just a few seconds, the Bronto Monster's luck declined and coincidentally, he had just dropped a few 

drops of blood to awaken his earth monsters' souls. 

Because his luck suddenly declined, none of the three monsters he had just created awakened a special 

ability. 

Even worse, their quality when they became a living monster wasn't that good, only at the mid-rank 

level. 

The level of the living beings he could create depended on luck too. 

Usually, the Bronto Monster's luck was average and wouldn't be that bad. 

If none of his minions awakened new abilities, they would at least be at a primary stage of a high-

ranking level monster. 

But now, they were only in the primary stage of a mid-rank level monster! 

The Bronto Monster almost spurted out blood. He didn't know why his luck suddenly became so bad, 

ah! 

Unfortunately, while he was wailing, Ainsley had already casted her charm ability, which worked like a 

miracle. 

The Bronto Monster suddenly felt something attractive not far from his place, and he subconsciously 

tried to look at the source of this weird thing. 

Then, he saw Ainsley, who was enveloped in a bright red ball-like barrier. 



The Bronto Monster had seen Ainsley before and didn't think that she's really cute or anything. 

The baby was indeed cute, but monsters and beasts usually had different types of aesthetic points. 

Of course, Ainsley was usually well-liked among tame monsters and beasts because her charm ability 

was just that strong. 

But against enemies, if Ainsley didn't deliberately use her charm ability, the enemies wouldn't think that 

Ainsley is cute. 

Strangely, the Bronto Monster suddenly felt that Ainsley is like his cute little sister! 

The Bronto monster's race was one of the rarest kinds among the monsters, generally because it was 

hard for these monsters to survive. 

First of all, unlike other monsters, they didn't eat monster meat. 

They did eat monsters' cores to evolve, but their staple food was vegetables and greenies. 

Just like the armored giraffe. 

Well, this wasn't the reason why they were rare, though. Naturally, they were rare because their birth 

rate was extremely low. 

And they also needed to eat a lot of leaves and vegetables in a day. 

If they didn't live in a huge tropical jungle, it was easy for them to die from hunger. 

Not to mention that this kind of monster was too big and needed a vast territory too. They also needed 

to drink a lot of water in a day. 

It was extremely hard for the Bronto Monster race to survive, so when they did survive to adulthood, 

each of them would be super strong. 

Just like this one. 

Because the Bronto Monster didn't have a lot of family members, each of them cherished their kin more 

than their lives, especially young ones. 

If they could guard and cultivate the young kins to adulthood, it would be an honor comparable to a 

brave warrior. 

Thus, the Bronto Monster race had always had a soft spot for their young cubs. 

And now, because Ainsley used her charm ability on the Bronto Monster, the monster thought of 

Ainsley as his little sister. 

Which means...she is a young cub that he needs to protect. 

Not to mention that this one was just four years old at most. She's still so young! So fragile! 

Yet she was besieged on all sides. 

And those who attacked his 'little sister' were actually the arrogant beasts. 



Although the beasts and the monsters in the annual tide got along well to attack humans, it didn't mean 

they had good relationships. 

Monsters and beasts were like cats and dogs. They could coexist together peacefully, but the majority 

couldn't. 

Now that the Bronto Monster had 'seen' Ainsley as his little sister, he naturally became biased. 

Who cares about the purple ape or the armored giraffe? 

When he saw the two bastards attacking his 'helpless and weak' little sister, he almost exploded. 

Female monsters had always been more precious than male monsters, especially in the monster 

hierarchy. 

On the other hand, the beasts' kingdom held the males higher than females– unless the females were 

stronger. 

And now, Ainsley is a 'female monster' in Bronto Monster's eyes. 

Chapter 993: "A Sudden Betrayal" 

The monsters naturally looked up to female monsters more because most of them couldn't go against 

their mother. 

It was in their instinct and blood not to go against their mother and not to go against someone stronger 

than them. 

It means even when they had already become strong, they still instinctively obeyed their mom, because 

it's their mother! 

So, if the strong monsters obeyed their mother…the mom would be the strongest existence, right? And 

the mom is usually female. 

Not to mention that female monsters were extremely precious, especially in a race like the Bronto 

Monster, who had difficulty with the birth rate. 

A female cub who would grow into a mature female Bronto Monster was ten thousand times more 

precious than a male cub! 

Yet now, these two beasts wanted to kill such a precious cub! 

Do they want to make the Bronto Monster race extinct, or what?! 

Bastards! Evil! Malicious! 

The Bronto Monster quickly fell under Ainsley's charm and in just a few seconds, he commanded his 

creations to attack the purple ape who was attacking Ainsley. 

[You rude beast! Don't touch my little sister!!] 

The Bronto Monster even used his body to protect Ainsley from the armored giraffe and the purple ape. 

The Bronto Monster suddenly changed sides, and his betrayal was extremely crucial. 



Not to mention that he had started to make a new batch of creations and this batch can be considered 

stronger than the previous batch. 

After all, once Ainsley knew the monster had fallen under her charm, she quickly bound him with a 

permanent contract scroll, officially owning the third monster. 

This monster was another behemoth that might be as big as Zilla– but this one is a male and wouldn't 

have a litter of monster cubs around him. 

Still, after Ainsley got the Bronto Monster, she quickly restored his luck level, making the monster's next 

creations have high-level strength. 

The next batch directly became high-rank monsters, and one of them even awakened a unique ability 

Facing an army of monsters along with such a huge behemoth in the way, the purple ape and the 

armored giraffe were too stunned to react. 

What the heck? 

The Bronto Monster was severely wounded before, yet he suddenly betrayed them and switched sides? 

Is he a shaking M?! 

[Bronto! What are you doing?! Why are you colluding with the enemy??] 

The armored giraffe was a female, and she's usually more silent and shy. But now, she has completely 

exploded. 

Bronto's betrayal was extremely harmful to them! 

Brother Bronto obviously didn't care about the armored giraffe's anger. 

All he knew was the fact that the two beasts ganged up on his little sister! 

The purple ape and the armored giraffe didn't know what was going on, but when Bronto's six earth 

'golems surrounded them', they finally knew that something was wrong. 

[Maybe Bronto is being controlled or something. We have to save him!] The armored giraffe didn't have 

any good offensive ability. 

But her defense was top-notch, and she could even protect her companion. 

Thus, while worrying about Bronto Monster's betrayal, she quickly used her armor ability to add scaled 

armor around the purple ape's body. 

Her ability was unique, indeed. Her ability enabled her to give full-body armor to her chosen targets and 

the armor was all sturdy. 

She could even give armor to a snake or insects that usually didn't need armor! 

The purple ape also noticed the Bronto Monster's condition and was particularly concerned. 

After all, his phantom state was about to end, and he relied on the Bronto Monster to kill this toddler. 



Who would have known that the enemy was so much better than they thought and could directly 

kidnap the Bronto Monster to join their side? 

The purple ape and the armored giraffe only thought that the Bronto monster was being controlled or 

something. 

But they didn't think that the Bronto Monster had signed a contract with Ainsley and became her new 

contracted monster. 

The two beasts knew about Ainsley's charm ability, but they didn't know it could be so effective in the 

middle of their intense fight. 

When Ainsley saw the Bronto Monster helping her out, she immediately sighed in relief. 

[Uncle Godfather, I did it! Now let's finish off the purple ape first and then kill the armored giraffe.] 

As long as the two beasts were wounded, the Godfather could manipulate their blood and that would 

be the end of the fight. 

However, the Godfather didn't plan to let them die so easily like that. 

[This lord will weaken them first,, and then you quickly tame them. It's a pity not to rob the two beasts 

to our side.] 

Ainsley didn't need the two beasts, but it didn't mean others would also ignore such a good beast. 

Ainsley could distribute the two beasts to her people after all of this ended. 

Ainsley's eyes instantly lit up, and the baby nodded fiercely deep inside her little body. 

[Okay!] 

While Ainsley and the Godfather were controlling the pace of the battlefield, Cellino and Bello had 

arrived at the battlefield, and they quickly contacted Ainsley. 

[Nyaaa~ Ain, are you okay? Should we go there to help?] 

[I want to help master, awoooo.] 

Only then did Ainsley realize the two sacred beasts had finally arrived. 

She vaguely remembered the two cats calling her, but at that time, she was busy fighting the three 

enemies. 

Now that the two sacred beasts were here, Ainsley instantly planned to deal with the giant mammoth 

and the frozen butterfly. 

She didn't think she could do this at first, but since the reinforcement was here, she had to eliminate or 

subdue the two mini-bosses. 

If she didn't do this, she would make everyone's sacrifice end up in vain! 

Chapter 994: "Rescuing Thomas" 



Ainsley quickly talked to the two sacred beasts while the Godfather used the baby's body to join the 

Bronto Monster. 

They're fighting against the purple ape with silver armor and the armored giraffe. 

[Bello, Cellino, I need your help! Please fight the giant mammoth and the frozen butterfly for me. After I 

finish my battle, I will immediately join the two of you.] 

Bello and Cellino immediately obeyed. 

[Roger, nyaaa~ ] 

[Okay, master!] 

Since Ainsley didn't ask them to help her, it means she's not at a disadvantage and would surely win 

sooner or later. 

Thus, the two sacred beasts who had transformed into their beast form immediately rushed to the giant 

mammoth and the frozen butterfly. 

While rushing there, Bello took the chance to talk to Cellino. 

[My dear brother, your ability won't be too useful against the giant mammoth. How about you fight the 

frozen butterfly instead?] 

All beings that could fly needed the wind to cooperate with them if they wanted a smooth flight. 

Now that Cellino could manipulate the wind, he could annoy the frozen butterfly and could possibly 

fight her even when the butterfly's ability was much more unique. 

After all, in the end, although the butterfly monster had the same grade as Zilla and was equal to a 

sacred beast, she's not a sacred beast. 

Monsters had always been weaker than beasts when they were in the higher level. 

If it was the lower level, monsters would win against beasts. 

But the stronger the two sides became, the beasts usually triumph over the monsters. 

Cellino wasn't confident with his own power, but he believed he could still win against a monster. 

Although the monster had various unique abilities, he was also a sacred beast! He could win! 

While Ainsley and the Godfather were fighting against the purple ape and the armored giraffe, Cellino 

and Bello finally arrived at Scob and Thomas's place. 

It had been 15 minutes since the two big bosses attacked Scob and Thomas. Logically, with their heavy 

injury, they should have died already. 

But who would have known that staying around Ainsley for days also rubbed off her luck unconsciously? 

The two men were unlucky before but they were still quite lucky because Dskyla and Lescorpio saw the 

butterfly and the mammoth. 



At first, they were busy fighting a bunch of beasts and monsters. 

But when they saw the two big bosses moving, instead of going back to the barrier, they ran to the big 

bosses' place instead. 

They brought the monsters and beasts who surrounded them and didn't hesitate to rush to Scob and 

Thomas's place. 

Because of this, before the giant mammoth and the frozen butterfly could finish the two injured people, 

Dskyla and Lescorpio had arrived. 

When they saw a life-saving pod not far from a huge mushroom with two big bosses walking toward 

each item... 

Dskyla and Lescorpio instantly knew that Scob and Thomas were in danger. 

Without any hesitation, Lescorpio went to save Scob while Dskyla saved Thomas. 

Knowing that the butterfly was right outside the pod, Dskyla immediately went to fight the butterfly 

while waiting for reinforcement to arrive or something. 

Five minutes before Dskyla fought the butterfly, Thomas inside the pod was busy healing his injuries. 

His injuries weren't as bad as Scob's, and he wouldn't die so suddenly, but his injury was still dangerous. 

After all, although he didn't lose a body part, his ribs were broken and he had internal injuries. 

His organs were almost crushed and it was even hard to breathe. 

The life-saving pod had done its best to fix his internal organs, but because it was so complex, the 

process took too long. 

It even wasted a lot of energy. 

That's why Thomas decided to heal his vital organs first and ignored the rest. 

Then, he focused on strengthening the life-saving pod's defense. 

He believed that someone would find him and save him. So in the meantime, he had to survive! 

He's in the middle of a beast and monster tide with such a heavy injury. 

If his life-saving pod didn't have a good defense, he would die right away. 

Not to mention that he simply couldn't use his special abilities due to his injuries. 

He could only depend on external help. 

Maybe the reinforcement or someone would be kind enough to find him among the beast and monster 

tide... 

Right after he strengthened the pod's defense, from the monitoring screen he had in front of him, he 

could see a gigantic thing slowly approaching his pod. 

Oh. It is the frozen butterfly. 



All hope is gone. 

The frozen butterfly arrived and didn't expect to see a solid pod in front of her while the human she had 

to kill was nowhere to be seen. 

Then, he must be inside! 

Attack! 

The frozen butterfly used all her techniques and skills to bombard the pod, but because Thomas had 

strengthened it to the max, it couldn't damage the pod at all. 

Thomas could feel the tremor all over the place and his organs instantly hurt more than before. 

The pod swayed here and there and almost rolled down the hill if not for the technology keeping the 

ball stable. 

The butterfly attacked the pod for a full minute but to no avail! 

Thomas waited patiently for the attack to end, yet the attack was still intense. 

In just five minutes, due to the intense quake, his body was already so weak. 

The life-saving pod did all they could to save his life but his condition still deteriorated. 

He needed proper medical care. 

Just as he thought he would definitely die in another fifteen minutes, someone shouted outside of his 

pod and the voice sounded so familiar. 

"Thomas! Thomas! Don't give up! I'm fighting for you!" 

...Dskyla? 

Chapter 995: "Scob's Miraculous Mushroom" 

Thomas instantly perked his ears as he listened to Dskyla's voice. 

He was lying listlessly inside his life-saving pod that looked like a huge ball. 

The inside of the ball was huge enough for him to lay down and rest. He could also walk around the pod 

a few times. 

The pod looked more like a small, portable house. 

But it could only contain one adult human. 

When Thomas focused on Dskyla's words and heard some key points, his eyes instantly lit up. 

Dskyla is here to save him and she's now fighting the frozen butterfly! 

Thomas knew he had to assist Dskyla, so he immediately activated the SMART AI despite his weak body 

and let the AI target the butterfly to death. 

The pod still had some weapons that could be used to assist Dskyla. 



The two people cooperate together for a full fifteen minutes until Dskyla suddenly sees Cellino coming 

to their side. 

While fighting the butterfly, she also had to fight the other monsters' swarm and in fifteen minutes, she 

was close to death several times. 

Just when she thought she couldn't bear it anymore despite Thomas's assistance... 

Cellino came. 

Dskyla knew Cellino and knew his identity. 

In that instant, Dskyla decided to retreat and leave the stage to Cellino while she helped Thomas. 

Dskyla hurriedly got down from her flying-type beast and immediately knocked on the life-saving pod's 

door. 

She did this despite the crowd of insect-type monsters flying above her head, trying to attack her flying-

type beast. 

"Thomas! Thomas! Are you okay? Can you get out? Or do you have a bigger and safer life-saving pod 

that can move?" 

Dskyla was short of breath as she raised her guard against any monsters who would suddenly attack her 

from above. 

Her flying-type beast was already a high-level one and had a unique ability, enough to fight off many 

monsters in one go. 

But it didn't mean it could withstand too many monsters, okay? 

Thomas listened to Dskyla's voice that suddenly became so close to the pod. 

He looked at the monitoring screen and saw the butterfly was preoccupied with another creature while 

Dskyla was right beside the pod. 

Is it the reinforcement? They're saved? Now Dskyla is asking if he has a larger life-saving pod that can 

move! 

Before Thomas could be excited, Dskyla suddenly told him more shocking news. 

"Thomas! Thomas! If you can hear me, quickly open the door!" 

Dskyla rammed the pod's door, hoping that Thomas could feel the tremor and woke up or something. 

"Thomas! Everyone is in danger now and we need an escape pod or something. Else, all of us will die!" 

"Although there is a sacred beast here helping us, we have to escape fast!" 

When Thomas heard this sentence, he didn't hesitate to open the pod's door. 

If everyone was in danger, then he couldn't just sit still! 



And hearing that a sacred beast came to help them just before they couldn't survive, Thomas was even 

more hopeful. 

The door of the ball-like pod opened up and it was enough for one person to enter. 

But because there was already Thomas lying listlessly on the small bed inside, it was hard to fit another 

person. 

"S-sky...." Thomas weakly called out Dskyla while activating the pod's smart AI to assist him. 

He couldn't communicate well with Dskyla because of his injury, but his AI could. 

At first, Dskyla was happy when she saw the door slide open but when she saw the bloody Thomas 

inside, her breath stagnated. 

"T-thomas? Y-you– " 

The intelligent AI inside the pod immediately captured Thomas's brain wave and whatever he wanted to 

say was conveyed to the smart AI. 

[Hello, Sky. My name is Tom. I'm a smart AI. My master is too weak to talk, so I'll speak on his behalf!] 

The AI named Tom then started to talk using Thomas's voice. 

[Sky, my internal organs are crushed. I will die in another thirty minutes or so. Can you please find the 

others and leave fast?] 

Thomas paused before he sent another brain wave to his AI. 

[I have a large life-saving pod here, and it is like a rocket. We can go back to the city wall in just five 

minutes.] 

But because it was a group-type life-saving pod, the pod would only leave after five people entered the 

huge pod. 

The pod actually looked like a small square house enough for five people but it could even fly and fight. 

This is Thomas's ace card, and he was willing to use it for his companions. 

When Dskyla heard this, she had no time to worry about Thomas's injury. 

She also knew that Thomas had to receive the best medical treatment for him to survive, so time is 

tight! 

Dalyla immediately followed Thomas's arrangement and brought him out of the life-saving pod before 

the man tossed out another life-saving pod. 

The pod was waaay bigger than the previous pod and could already be called a small portable house. 

Dskyla immediately brought the injured Thomas to the portable house and placed him inside a medical 

cabin that could heal his wounds and injuries. 

"Thomas, stay here and close the pod's door. I'll go to Lescorpio and bring Scob with us." 



Then, Dskyla left the pod with her flying-type beast and rushed to the giant mushroom not far from 

where they were. 

While Dskyla fought the butterfly monster for a full fifteen minutes, Lescorpio was also fighting the giant 

mammoth. 

Oh, no, they were actually running away using this weird mushroom that Scob planted out of nowhere. 

The mushroom could hide underground and could move freely. 

When Lescorpio came to help Scob, he was shocked to see Scob's miserable state, yet he could still fight 

using his weird mushroom! 

Chapter 996: "Scob's Sacrifice" 

Thanks to the mushroom, they had been running away from the mammoth in a circle for about fifteen 

minutes. 

For a full fifteen minutes, the giant mammoth couldn't touch them at all, almost making the mammoth 

go crazy on the spot. 

[AHHHH! Despicable coward humans! Don't hide! ARGGHH!] 

The mammoth went crazy, and the earth trembled hard. 

Scob and Lescorpio were both hiding inside the weird mushroom that had quite a high intelligence and 

looked like a battle beast or something. 

But the mushroom was a plant! It grew from a weird seed too! Weird! 

Lescorpio didn't have time to ask Scob about the mushroom because, judging from their situation...they 

couldn't escape forever. 

Cold sweat trickled down Lescorpio and Scob's foreheads. 

Both of them were huddled together inside the mushroom's cap while waiting for the mammoth to go 

away because he couldn't find them. 

Both men were also worried, mainly because Scob was injured heavily and he really needed proper 

medical care. 

The mushroom's weird structure did help Scob to save his life, but it wasn't the final solution. 

While looking at his amputated legs and arm, Scob let out a long sigh. 

"Lescorpio. I think the mammoth won't leave until he kills someone. How about you escape with the 

mushroom and leave me behind?" 

The two men were currently living inside the mushrom's cap full of soft, springy flesh that could absorb 

tremor and help them to stay comfortable. 

Although the mushroom's defensive skill was close to zero, it could run fast and could dig underground. 

So far, it was hiding pretty well from the mammoth. 



But it would be found sooner or later. 

It was still a long way to go to the city wall, and they might not be able to escape, especially when the 

mammoth also ordered all the surrounding beasts to find them. 

Beasts with a sharp nose could find them anytime and beasts who could dig underground would also 

catch them sooner or later. 

"Just...toss me to the mammoth and run while the mammoth is distracted." 

Scob wanted to sacrifice his life! 

Lescorpio's cold face instantly became colder. 

"What kind of nonsense are you talking about?! I've been fighting a horde of the beast and come here to 

save you– it's not for you to throw your life away so easily!" 

It was a miracle for the four of them to live this far when they were thrown in the middle of the beast 

and monster tide. 

No wonder they were a part of the top 1% force, and even when some of them weren't an offensive-

type of ability user, they still could survive this far. 

But Scob wanted to sacrifice himself to save others! Why would he do that when they both had survived 

so far? 

"Don't give up! The reinforcement must be here soon, and then they will save us! Or maybe the little 

boss' sacred beasts are on the way– " 

Both men suddenly remembered Ainsley, who should be thrown into the same tide yet was nowhere to 

be seen. 

The two people gradually went silent. 

"The little boss...is she okay? Even if her sacred beasts come to help, I think they will help her first..." 

They didn't know which monsters and beasts attacked Ainsley, but they must be strong. 

Ainsley should be the strongest among them, and the enemy might want to kill her first. 

Maybe the baby was now surrounded by tons of unique monsters and beasts, unable to leave. 

Just imagining this scene gave them goosebumps. 

Lescorpio was also besieged from all sides and almost lost his life several times. 

He was injured here and there, but because of his special ability, he remained alive. 

However, he didn't know if Ainsley could be the same? 

Both Lescorpio and Scob were worried about Ainsley despite knowing that the baby had the Godfather 

with her and she should be alright. 



Still, thinking that she might be in a more dangerous situation than them really made them lose their will 

to fight. 

In the end, Ainsley was a child. 

As the adults, they should be the one protecting her, but it seemed that it was the opposite. 

Just when the two men were in despair over their situation, the giant mammoth outside suddenly 

roared. 

"ROAAAARRR!" 

[Fck, a sacred beast! What are you doing here??] 

The giant mammoth was shocked when he saw a gigantic black panther suddenly rushed toward him 

from the sky. 

T-this black panther...his aura is so strong. He should be a senior sacred beast who has been able to 

speak human words. 

Not to mention his bloodline...isn't that the underworld's guardian, the black panther? 

Such a bloodline is rare and especially strong when fighting in a place with so many corpses. 

The giant mammoth didn't have time to care about the two cowardly humans and went to fight Bello, 

who suddenly came to attack him. 

At the same time, the other beasts who were trying to find the two humans were ordered to stop. 

Instead of wasting time finding the two humans, how about bringing more damage to the city wall first? 

Anyway, even if these beasts found the two humans, the mammoth didn't believe that these beasts 

could kill the two men. 

The surrounding beasts retreated and went to attack the city wall's barrier instead. 

Out of the blue, no one stacked Lescorpio and Scob. Not even the giant mammoth! 

The two men were worried for a while but after not finding anyone attacking them for a long time, they 

finally realized that something was not right. 

"Did they...retreat or something?" Scob held his breath as he controlled the mushroom mutant to go up, 

back to the surface. 

Let's see what's going on! 

Chapter 997: "Taming The Purple Ape & The Armored Giraffe" 

Immediately after Scob commanded the mushroom, the mushroom poked out its head and let the two 

men inside take a good look at their surroundings. 

Almost in an instant, the two men saw a giant mammoth suddenly fighting with another beast who 

looked so much stronger than the mammoth. 



The beast was a black panther– but it still looked like a cat with long fur. 

The two men had never seen Bello's beast form, but it didn't stop them from recognizing Bello as a 

sacred beast. 

Just the aura alone felt different! 

Sacred beasts were rare and when there was a sacred beast who suddenly appeared here...Scob and 

Lescorpio instantly guessed its origin. 

That sacred beast must be one of the three cats Ainsley brought with her! 

Who didn't know that the Sloan Family was once a giant family because of the three sacred beasts? 

They had not one, not two, but three whopping sacred beasts! 

And the beasts were all cat-type beasts. 

When the two men saw this scene, they knew that the reinforcement had come. 

Ainsley had sent her sacred beast to save them...it means she's also safe! 

The two people didn't have time to rejoice when Dskyla suddenly descended from the sky while riding 

her giant falcon. 

"Scob! Lescorpio! Hurry, go to that square house and hide there!" 

Dskyla didn't explain anything because time was tight, but the two men immediately obeyed and didn't 

ask anything. 

They immediately asked the mushroom to move to the large square pod, and after they arrived, they 

immediately entered the pod. 

The giant mushroom also shrunk into a palm-sized mushroom and followed Scob to enter the portable 

house. 

Once they're inside, Dskyla immediately sends Scob to enter the healing pod while Thomas, who had 

been inside the healing pod, also talks to the other men through his AI, Tom. 

[Lescorpio, Scob, you're alright! Hurry, enter the healing pod and heal your injuries!] 

The healing pod couldn't regrow limbs, but Thomas could invite a healer who could regrow someone's 

limbs for Scob later on. 

The premise was that...they could return to the city wall safely. 

Dskyla and the others hurriedly closed the portable house's door and each of them entered the healing 

pod that the house had prepared for them. 

This kind of advanced technology is one of the reasons why Thomas could enter the top 1% elite force of 

this Godlif country. 

It's too high-level! 



Now that everyone except for Ainsley had entered the portable house, they started to talk to each other 

through the speaker attached to the healing pod. 

"Scob, Lescorpio, are you guys okay? What happened before this?" Dskyla couldn't hide her worry 

anymore. 

She was usually cold and aloof, but now, she was reduced to this state...to hell with being aloof and 

cold! 

Lescorpio was a bit restrained and silent but Scob immediately chattered while feeling the warmth 

flowing inside his body. 

The healing is working well. 

"It's crazy, Thomas. The giant mammoth had been targeting me for a while. If I didn't have the magical 

mushroom, I would have died a long time ago." 

Scob lamented his lost legs and arm, but as an elite and a part of the top 1% force in the Godlif country, 

he didn't care much about this kind of injury. 

There would always be all sorts of ability users who could help him regain his limbs. 

As long as his energy core was intact and his life was still there, everything would be okay. 

Scob started to tell Thomas about his experience in facing the giant mammoth and how he lost his limbs 

right after he was teleported to the beast and monster tide. 

Even up to now, everyone had a lingering fear when they mentioned the sudden teleportation that 

threw them directly in the middle of beasts and monsters' spree. 

If they weren't elite ability users, they would have long died when they first got teleported away like 

that. 

The four people who were currently safe inside the portable house talked to each other while 

recuperating but didn't forget to move the house to find Ainsley. 

Speaking of Ainsley, the four people couldn't help but want to kneel in front of the baby. 

"We were saved by one of the little boss' sacred beasts." Thomas let out a long sigh while Scob nodded 

his head vigorously. 

"Yes, yes. One of Ain's sacred beasts also saved us! They're now still fighting against the mini-bosses...I 

don't know if they will win." 

Dskyla immediately interrupted Scob, who had begun to be pessimistic. 

"Believe in the sacred beasts. You should know that the butterfly and the mammoth aren't as strong as 

sacred beasts. Even if their abilities are unique." 

Indeed. So far, even Cellino was gaining the upper hand while fighting the butterfly, but he didn't 

immediately kill the monster when he could. 

The reason was simple. 



Because Ainsley coveted the butterfly's abilities and wanted to tame it! 

While the sacred beasts were battling the butterfly and the mammoth, the Godfather had finished the 

purple ape and the armored giraffe. 

No matter how strong their armor was, once they were scratched even a bit, they were done for. 

When they were half-dead after fighting for around ten minutes, only then did the Godfather return the 

control of the body to Ainsley. 

To be honest, the Godfather had consumed a lot of energy crystal to be able to possess Ainsley for so 

long. 

Not to mention that Ainsley started to show signs of identity crisis for the second time, but the baby's 

willpower quickly suppressed it. 

Now, Ainsley's appearance was back to herself, and she was standing on the head of the Bronto 

Monster. 

She's taming the two beasts who were already half-dead! 

Chapter 998: "Cellino Is Finally Enlightened" 

Now that the two beasts were being handled… 

What about the giant raptor who was fighting with Ava? 

Well, it died under Ava's ferocious attack, and once it was dead, Ava directly ate its monster core. 

Her children also came out to eat the monster's meat, and because of this, all of them showed signs of 

evolving. 

Ava was about to be on the same level as Zilla! 

Ainsley let Ava and her children return to the dimensional bracelet to recuperate and evolve safely. 

At the same time, the baby used her last remaining energy to tame the two beasts and signed a 

temporary contract with it. 

She planned to give one of the two beasts to Jake or Nalisha. Elliana and the five buds should also have a 

good and unique beast. 

Thus, Ainsley was looking forward to taming the giant mammoth and the unique butterfly once her two 

sacred beasts defeated them! 

While Ainsley was daydreaming about taming the butterfly and the mammoth, the two sacred beasts 

were fighting hard. 

Bello was generally stronger than Cellino in terms of power realm and the ability's uniqueness, so he 

didn't fight as hard as Cellino. 

In this world, power realms determine the ability users' strength in terms of ability influence, control, 

and so on. 



But even people with a higher power realm could be defeated by those who possessed unique and 

strong abilities. 

This was the case with Cellino and the butterfly. 

Cellino's power realm was higher than the butterfly, and he should have gained the upper hand. 

But the butterfly monster's ability was indeed too unique. 

She kept surrounding Cellino with her snowflake butterfly minions and then sent some monsters or 

beasts to block Cellino's path. 

Although sometimes the snowflake butterflies couldn't come closer to Cellino because he controlled the 

direction of the wind, some still slipped in. 

This is when the frozen butterfly teleports monsters and beasts to fight Cellino on her behalf. 

After all, what she's good at is fighting using an army of beasts and monsters. 

The frozen butterfly was still frozen while fighting Cellino, but Cellino couldn't even touch the frozen 

butterfly, albeit she was easily killed in that state. 

All Cellino's wind attacks and other attacks were blocked by monsters and beasts who surrounded the 

frozen butterfly, acting as her meat shield. 

The frozen butterfly had tons of meat shields while continuing to send 'minions' to attack Cellino. 

Cellino deeply felt the difference between their ability's uniqueness despite his superior power realm 

and for the first time, he doubted his own capability. 

As a sacred beast, he should have owned a unique ability, not just an ordinary wind manipulation ability 

like this. 

Although he was the best among other wind-manipulation ability users, either humans or beasts, his 

ability wasn't that unique, right? 

Cellino suddenly doubted whether he was a sacred beast. 

The Fenrir in the legend was so strong and had unique abilities...how come when it came to him, he was 

useless? 

Cellino had been an official sacred beast who had awakened his bloodline in just a year, and he lacked 

too much knowledge related to the sacred beast's abilities. 

The Fenrir indeed only had one ability which was the wind manipulation ability, but it was different from 

other wind manipulation ability users. 

He could do more with the wind! 

Bello, who had become Ainsley's contract beast, had a subtle connection with Cellino, who was also 

under the same contract. 



Thus, when he felt his brother's inferiority complex and anxiety, he immediately sent telepathy to 

enlighten his dumb brother. 

[Cellino, don't use your wind manipulation ability like that! You can do more!] 

[B-brother...?] Cellino was dumbfounded for a second, not knowing why Bello suddenly talked to him. 

But then, he immediately thought of what Bello said and retorted. 

[What can I do with this broken wind manipulation ability aside from making typhoons and such?] 

He resented his bloodline. Why should he own the Fenrir bloodline when he could only use such a weak 

ability? 

Compared to other sacred beasts, maybe he's the weakest! 

But Bello immediately rebuked Cellino, who had fallen into his own negative thinking. 

[Idiot! If that butterfly can create minions from snowflakes, you can also make some using the wind!] 

Bello was manipulating his resurrected corpses as he lectured his own brother to be more creative. 

Ainsley was creative and could use her charm ability in many ways. How could Cellino be so dumb?! 

[You can not only make living beings from the wind, but you can also create a lot of natural disasters and 

even a domain!] 

A sacred beast was called a sacred beast because they could create a domain, just like what Grandpa 

Yofan did. 

And their domain would be much wider than the ability users' domains. 

[You can create an area full of wind that you can control. In that area, you will be God! That little 

butterfly won't be your opponent at all!] 

Cellino only felt his mind blowing up. 

He...he had never thought of using his wind ability in that direction. 

This trick looked more powerful than just sending wind blades and tornadoes! 

Cellino felt a whole new world had just opened in front of him, and now he's on a journey to explore this 

new world. 

It turned out his seemingly ordinary wind manipulation ability could do much more than other wind 

manipulation ability users. 

Other wind manipulation ability users couldn't do what he could do even when they had the idea. 

All because their realm wasn't strong enough to support their various ideas. 

Unless they got enlightened and acquired a skill related to their abilities, they couldn't use their ideas in 

a battle. 

But Cellino could. Because his power realm was high by being a sacred beast! 



Chapter 999: "Cellino's New Skills" 

Cellino suddenly felt like a fool. Obviously he was strong and could be strong for the past few months 

but he was caged by his own imagination. 

He didn't think that his ability was powerful when in fact, all abilities could be powerful when the user 

knew how to use them. 

Cellino's eyes brightened as he sucked in the cold air around him. 

[Thank you for the enlightenment, brother. I know what to do now!] 

Cellino rarely called Bello 'brother' because Bello used to bully Cellino when he was young. 

He was still a bit resistant to his so-called brother until today when his brother enlightened him. 

This is a turning point in Cellino's life and also a turning point in the Sloan Family history because they 

are about to witness the birth of another powerful sacred beast worthy of its title. 

Cellino is enlightened, and now, he's invincible. 

The beast first manipulated the cold wind around him to wrap the surrounding monsters and beasts so 

tightly that not only they were torn apart inside the tornado blankets but some even froze to death. 

If hot wind could make a fire tornado, then cold wind could also make an ice tornado. 

Cellino created a blizzard using the mammoth's ability residue! 

Then, after he controlled the blizzard to kill monsters and beasts who didn't have a cold-resistance 

attribute, he used the wind to create minions. 

He shaped the surrounding winds to be a pack of wind wolves. 

The wolves were almost transparent but one could still see them from the dense amount of wind that 

shaped their bodies. 

Their whole bodies were like tornadoes, ready to shred monsters and beasts apart once anyone touched 

them. 

Even more scary was the fact that these wolves acted as Cellino's four limbs. 

They were agile and looked intelligent even when they were wind puppets created by the sacred beasts. 

In just a few minutes, the wind puppets killed tons of monsters and beasts and even cleverly collected 

their cores using the surrounding wind. 

Then, they sent the cores to Ainsley, who was far away. 

Such a clever wind delivery express was something Cellino thought on the spot, and it became his new 

skill. 

The wind express! 

And then he gained a new skill– wind puppets! 



As if it wasn't enough, he could also turn the surrounding wind to create boxes to trap monsters and 

beasts inside without shredding them apart. 

Of course, since it was a cage, once the people inside touched the wind used as the cage's wall, they 

would all be wounded and repelled, bouncing back to the cage. 

This is another new skill– wind cage! 

Then, Cellino sharpened his wind puppet skill and created various beasts to attack those beasts and 

monsters who protected the frozen butterfly in the middle. 

He first created a wind viper that could act as a flexible rope. Then, he also created other creatures with 

various functions. 

He could also use the wind to locate people from the wind they were affected by their body movement. 

The wind could also carry various sounds and smells, perfect for Cellino to track someone. 

Cellino, who discovered a new use of his wind ability suddenly lamented his foolishness before. 

If he was smart enough, he would have long been able to track Vanessa using this ability and then 

helped Ainsley without having to ask the Godfather or Code-L. 

It turned out he wasn't useless. 

He just didn't know how to use his ability properly! 

In this battle, Cellino wasn't in a rush to defeat the frozen butterfly according to Ainsley's instruction. 

He focused more on discovering many ways to use his wind manipulation ability and indeed, he could do 

a lot of things! 

Because of this, he toyed with the frozen butterfly, and the frozen butterfly gradually lost her advantage 

in the battle. 

She was being cornered bit by bit, and when she realized she couldn't win, it was too late. 

Cellino had trapped her inside his wind cage that was much stronger than the previous cages he had 

created. 

If the frozen butterfly insisted on getting out of the cage, she would die. 

Unfortunately, although the butterfly could teleport others, she couldn't teleport herself. 

This was one of her ability's weaknesses. 

The battle between Cellino and the frozen butterfly ended after fifteen minutes, and while the two were 

fighting, Bello was also facing the giant mammoth. 

To be honest, the mammoth was way weaker than the butterfly in terms of ability uniqueness. 

His power realm was also not as good as Bello or the butterfly. 



He was just a sacred beast wannabe while Bello was already in the second stage of a sacred beast, about 

to be as strong as the current Code-L. 

Bello's way of fighting was exactly like the usual necromancer. 

He revived three to four beast corpses at the same time. 

By using the corpses' various unique abilities, he could easily defeat a lot of enemies in one go! 

It only took Bello five to ten minutes to beat the mammoth until it became black and blue, almost 

turning into a bald mammoth. 

The mammoth had unique abilities such as his crystalized blood and such. 

However, the corpses that Bello revived had abilities which could counter the mammoth's special 

abilities. 

From the very beginning, it was an unfair battle. 

The mammoth was guarded by the three corpses and surrendered before he died in vain. 

Thus, the mammoth gave in and laid flat on the ground, just like a pitiful and sad mammoth. 

Unfortunately, no one took pity on that behemoth. 

After the Godfather resolved the armored giraffe, the Bronto Monster and the purple ape, he brought 

Ainsley to the giant mammoth first. 

Time to get more tamed minions! 

Chapter 1000: "Ending The Beast & Monster Tide" 

The Godfather left Ainsley's body and just watched as Ainsley sucked another energy crystal to use her 

charm ability on the giant mammoth. 

Because the mammoth was already so weak that it only had a breath away, it was easy to charm him 

despite the huge difference in their power realm. 

The same goes for the frozen butterfly. 

By the time the other four leaders came to find Ainsley to escape using the portable house, all they saw 

were a bunch of elite monsters and beasts kneeling in front of the small baby. 

The baby was so small compared to these behemoths that it looked like an ant in front of an elephant. 

But the elephants bowed politely to the ant, so polite that their whole bodies almost touched the 

ground in order to look 'humble'. 

Such a sight in the middle of the chaotic beast and monster tide was so strange that Thomas and the 

others almost thought that they were hallucinating. 

"Did I see it right? That...that is Ain and...and the elite monsters and beasts?" 

Thomas asked Dskyla and the others, afraid that his injuries made him imagine weird things. 



"What you saw is real...t-there are also the frozen butterflies and the ice crystal mammoth..." 

Dskyla gulped as she looked at Ainsley, who were surrounded by beasts and monsters with twitching 

lips. 

She had heard about how miraculous the baby was, and how abnormal she was compared to other 

ability users. 

But looking at the real thing and hearing the gossip were two completely different things. 

It was really hard to believe your own eyes even when it was the truth... 

Ainsley didn't notice Dskyla and the others but such a huge portable house was easy to spot. 

When Ainsley had just finished taming all the targets, she finally noticed the portable house behind her 

and immediately looked back. 

[Uncle Godfather, this house is...?] 

Ainsley could guess who owned the house, but she still wanted to make sure that she was not just 

randomly guessing. 

After all, this house is weird... 

[This house should belong to that young man called Thomas or something. Maybe it's a portable house.] 

The Godfather answered Ainsley's question calmly. 

Only then did Ainsley dare to look at the portable house and wave her hands. 

"Hello, guys! Here, here! I'm here!" 

Ainsley waved at Dskyla and the others inside the house despite not being able to look at them. 

Behind the baby were all the beasts and monsters she had tamed, and they were also looking at the 

house with curiosity. 

Although they had just submitted to Ainsley due to her charm ability, they still remembered their battles 

just now. 

This portable house...they also saw it. 

Just what is it and what's inside? 

Thomas and the others looked at the monitoring screen outside of their healing cabins and saw Ainsley 

waving at them. 

Then, the baby also called them cheerfully! 

The people who were still somewhat haggard and wounded were instantly dumbfounded. 

....okay. This baby looked so cheerful and bright. 

She didn't look as if she had just battled a lot of elite monsters and beasts in one go! 



Ainsley also didn't suffer too many skin injuries or any serious injuries. She's way better and less dirty 

compared to Dskyla and the others. 

One could see the power difference between them with just this fact alone. 

Ainsley really didn't look like someone who had just fought a bitter fight! 

Could it be that all her battles were easy? 

But Dskyla and the others looked at the three monsters and beasts they had never seen before behind 

Ainsley... 

They instantly fell silent. 

There is a huge Bronto Monster who is known for its high defense and attack ability. 

It's such a rare monster and a ferocious one too. 

Then, there's this purple ape...it should be a mutated phantom ape. It's hard to fight a phantom ape, 

especially when it was already a high-ranking beast! 

Then there's that armored giraffe...also another rare beast specialized in collective defense. 

Anyway...each of them is rare and strong. 

Ainsley fought against three of them at the same time. 

Oh, there's also a dead giant raptor behind... 

Dskyla and the others deeply felt the difference between them and Ainsley. 

Alas, what could they do? Dskyla, who had the least injuries, went out of the healing pod and invited 

Ainsley to enter the portable house. 

At the same time, the other tamed monsters and beasts lined up on the left and right sides of the house, 

ready to escort them back through the monster and beast tide. 

Oh, wait, and because the two mini-bosses who led the beast and monster tide already changed sides, 

there wouldn't be any beast and monster tide for this batch. 

Ainsley simply used the giant mammoth and the frozen butterfly to control the rest of the monsters and 

beasts. 

All of them would be her battle's spoils. 

Her guild members could pick rare ones to be tamed, and the rest could be slaughtered for money. 

Who told them to follow these vicious bastards to attack the capital city? 

It was right at the end of Ainsley's morning shift when she returned to the city wall. 

The five leaders returned with a lot of elite beasts and monsters, including the frozen butterfly and the 

giant mammoth, successfully scaring those who were switching shifts. 

"Ah, ah, that monster and that beast are back! Damn it! Everyone, be ready to attack– " 



Before the leaders of the next shift could say anything, Ainsley had already contacted the watchtower 

and told them the good news. 

"Don't attack! These monsters and beasts have been tamed! And the monster and beast tide has been 

brought under control as well!" 

 


